Abstract: This paper summarizes some of the recent research into boys and reading, primarily carried out in Australia, but available online for international readers to read. The research makes it clear that many boys are still reading, but competing claims of busy lives can easily sidetrack them from making this their main activity. We can use many strategies to improve boys’ reading habits. Poor literacy will stand in the way of reading enjoyment. This paper outlines a number of these. Also included are an extensive suggested reading list and compilations of websites for further examination.

There are many fondly held views about books and reading and young people today. One is that they no longer read; that technological interests have replaced reading. Another is that boys do not enjoy reading and do not succeed at it. Many reiterate that boys only like a limited range of books, and that we should choose only a particular kind of book for boys. My experience working with boys over many years and specifically with boys alone for the last six and a half years is a little different from these stereotypes. An Australian research report, *Young Australian Reading* published in 2001 also reflects that the reality is somewhat different.

- The majority 69% boys and 80% girls actually enjoy reading to some extent (*Young*, 2001, p18). More recent figures (surveying 5-14 year olds) indicate that 75% of both
boys and girls spent time reading for pleasure and confirm 68% of boys did so. (ABS, 2003, p1)

- Eight out of 10 young people agree that books are exciting and interesting (88% in primary school) (Young, 2001, p22)

- 49% boys and 58% girls read every day or every few days (Young, 2001, p34)

- Although 41% boys consider reading is boring and 45% nerdy, 23% think that it is cool (Young, 2001, p20)

- Though reading for pleasure for boys drops from primary to secondary 67% to 43%; girls drop even more from 88% to 48% (Young, 2001, p34)

- 2/3 of both boys and girls would read more if they had time (Young, 2001, p37)

**Interests**

- When compared up with other activities that young people really like (after the top two: spending time with friends or playing sport) reading for pleasure shows up quite favourably. Reading 30%; TV 38%; Internet 31%; computer games 27% (Young, 2001, p18), The ABS data said that for boys reading for pleasure rates fourth after watching television or videos, playing electronic or computer games and bike riding. (ABS, 2003, p1)

- Older boys who had lost interest in reading usually think it is no longer relevant, or something they can share with their peers. (Young, 2001, p25)

- For 65% boys reading is irrelevant (Young, 2001, p23)

- Boys' imaginations are being captured by sport or computers; and 'real men don't read' (West, n.d., p.1)
Literacy

Unsurprisingly, there seems to be a tight correlation between those with poor literacy skills and those who do not like to read.

• 34% of boys, / 26% girls lack basic literacy skills (Alloway, 2002, p41);
• The easier reading is considered to be, the more enjoyable the reading experience. (Young, 2001, p20)
• 43% of boys do not associate reading for pleasure as being easy. (Young, 2001, p20)
• Young people who do not read estimate their reading speed to be slower than that of their peers. (Young, 2001, p38)

Influences of others

The greatest influences on young people who read every day are friends and family.

• “siblings and friends who read”. (Young, 2001, p26)
• “more likely to have a father who reads at least sometimes”. (Young, 2001,p26)
• “a mother who reads all the time”. (Young, 2001,p26)
• “lots of books to read at home” (Young, 2001, p27)
• boys who read are powerfully influenced by parental guidance and modelling. (Hamston, 2001, p1)

The biggest difference between readers and non-readers appears in the proportion who have friends who read, and parents who assist reading practices.

• friends are the main source of advice of books to read (Young, 2001, p26)
• “require and, importantly, accept, the interpersonal relationships that their parents endeavour to maintain around reading.” (Hamston, 2001, p.1)
• “real men don't read’. (West, n.d., p.1)
**Literacy Boys Enjoy**

- boys have a strong interest in electronic and graphic forms of literate practice  
  (Alloway, 2002, p.4)
- “boys are willing to ‘do’ literacy in active, public ways (such as debating, drama, public speaking)” (Alloway, 2002, p.4) but “Please don't make them read aloud”  
  (Sanderson, 1995)
- “boys are eager to engage with ‘real-life’ literacy contexts and ‘real life’ literacy practices”. (Alloway, 2002, p.4)
- boys and girls both enjoy action/adventure, science fiction, non-fiction similarly.  
  (Young, 2001, p42)
- books ‘about real people’ are preferred by one in two teens: though amongst boys 36% vs 60% for girls (Young, 2001, p42)

**Image**

- “home and school see reading as an interest more appropriate for girls than for boys” (Alloway, 2002, p.52)
- “fathers often identify themselves as non-readers” (Alloway, 2002, p.52)
- “boys are more likely to see it as boring and a bit nerdy”. (Young, 2001, p20)

**Do Judge a Book by its Cover**

- promote male friendly policies and materials (Young, 2001, p.13) *but* encourage books that expand students’ versions of masculinity ((Sanderson, 1995)
- increase quantity & range of recreational reading, in more comfortable surroundings  
  (Young, 2001, p13)
• “select books appeal to students – not books that adults read as youngsters or award
winning books ” (Lingard, 2002, p 65)

• improve locations, age, appearance (covers), display and presentation of books
(Young, 2001, p13)

Action: Promote Role Models

Recognise the critical role of the trusted adult mediator (Young, 2001, p13)

• present male, book-positive role models including fathers and teachers sharing
reading for pleasure “having a Book Week in which every teacher talks about books
he/ she read in her/his mid-teens.” (West, n.d., p.1)

• “involve parents by compiling a good book list for them to buy from or developing a
‘take-home’ reading program ” (Lingard, 2002, p 65)

• “teachers talk about their process as a reader – eg. how they choose and read books ”
(Lingard, 2002, p 65)

• “powerful influence of parents in guiding children into valued discourses of
literacy” (Hamston, 2001, p1)

Action: Attitude

• Allow time for ‘free’ reading (Young, 2001, p9)

• validate personal choice ; allow in reading related activities in the curriculum
(Young, 2001, p13)

• “reduce the emphasis on the study of texts and extensive written responses and
increase time for reading for pleasure and for discussion and ‘booktalk’ “. (Young
2001, p9)

• “ensure that the roles of print-based texts and electronic materials are regarded as
complementary and of equal importance” (Young, 2001, p13)

Promote Peer Input
organise reading peer groups – so that students can enthuse each other, support fads, popular music, films with books (Sanderson, 2002)

make reading a social activity

Action: Literacy

- read aloud to students – “injecting drama, being a mediator between the book and the students” (Lingard, 2002, p 65) This is even to older boys!
- “use electronic media and attractive, accessible Websites to promote reading and involve in book- and reading-related activities”. (Young, 2001, p13)
- “strike a balance between reading enjoyment and reading skill. An excessive emphasis on the technical may discourage some readers. For some students, a primary concern with grammar and phonics can result in the story being lost” (Lingard, 2002, p 65)
- allow for opportunities for free reading “The dominant call for more free choice silent reading by students needs to be considered and allowed for within the English program.” (Barry, 1998, p127); (Young, 2001, p13)
- engage in ‘critical literacy’
  - “by challenging limited male stereotypes –showing students that books are not gender neutral – rather, they actively construct gender” (Lingard, 2002, p 65)
  - by encouraging other questions about the purpose of the writers, their biases, their agendas, the possibility of recreating the texts in different forms

What we do at Trinity

- buy books, lots of books of all kinds.– fiction collection more than doubled in last 6 years There are now many Graphic novels in the collection.Attached is long list of
books compiled from our observation of Trinity boys reading with other suggestions from other teacher librarians in Australia. Online at Books and Authors for Boys.

http://www.trinity.wa.edu.au/plduffyrc/teaching/bksboys.htm

- listen to suggestions
- run a book club with Mercedes (sister school) girls and Dymocks’ (local book shop) consultant
- book reviews by staff members Trinity Book Reviews

http://www.trinity.wa.edu.au/plduffyrc/library/review.htm

- promote Western Australian Young Readers Book Award and Children’s Book Council Book of the Year Award.
- encourage use of Information and Communication Technology and reading
  
  Australian Fiction

http://www.trinity.wa.edu.au/plduffyrc/subjects/english/aust/austfiction.htm and

  Fantasy Reading Journal Webquest

http://www.trinity.wa.edu.au/plduffyrc/subjects/english/fant/

Conclusions

The stereotypes about reading are not all quite true. There are many strategies we can implement to improve the reading habits of boys. Many of those strategies will work for girls as well. While we should be aware of boys’ interests, we really should not generalise on the type of material they like to read. Good readers of either sex will read anything; competent readers will read a wide range of material if encouraged and motivated. The best motivators are peers who read, and adults they respect. The time and space to read without always demanding assessment allows boys the opportunity to enjoy reading. Those boys who have trouble reading, and with poor literacy skills cannot enjoy reading, as it remains a difficult
task rather than a pleasure. Improving literacy skills seem to be a high priority if we value the gift of reading.

Further investigations

Boys and Reading  http://www.trinity.wa.edu.au/plduffyrc/teaching/boyread.htm

Books and Authors for Boys http://www.trinity.wa.edu.au/plduffyrc/teaching/bksboys.htm


Boys Education http://www.trinity.wa.edu.au/plduffyrc/teaching/boys.htm

Trinity Book Reviews (by staff) http://www.trinity.wa.edu.au/plduffyrc/library/review.htm
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